● Connect several MT4/MT5 servers to one platform
● Attract clients to your website
● Generate MT4/MT5 trading volumes
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Product Description
Brokeree’s turnkey Social Trading Solution copies trades from one

MT4/MT5 compatible

trader to another using Manager or Server API based on
White label friendly

subscriptions created by subscribers or administrators.

API available

It is designed to accelerate business growth through brokerage
brand promotion, client attraction, and increased MT4/MT5 trading

No volume fees

volumes.
Integrable widgets

3 Steps to Launch Social Trading
1. Register on the web interface as providers,
subscribers, or both. Provider profiles can be
listed publicly or privately.
2. Subscribe to the provider of your choice based on
the trading results in the Ratings & Statistics
module.
3. Check that trades are copied to subscriber

The solution package includes:
MetaTrader plugin/app
Ratings & statistics module
Separate web user portals
Widgets & API

MetaTrader accounts.
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Ratings Module
Ratings Module allows brokers to set up interactive, colourful and elaborate leaderboards displaying
their top performing traders and providing their clients with effective means to analyze and follow a
provider of their choice.
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Key advantages
➔ Create custom widgets for different user
groups: top performers, public providers,
trading contest participants, etc.
➔ Choose between 3 different widget types:
tables, expanded rows, cards.
➔ Stylize widgets to align with the
company's branding.
➔ View statistical charts, graphs, and tables
for every provider.
➔ Browse elaborate account and trade
statistics (incl. max/average profit and
loss, best and worst trades, and more).
➔ Automatically mark certain traders based
on their performance to assign them to a
different widget.
➔ Reward traders with custom badges to
commemorate their achievements.

Administrator Panel
The solution’s administrator component is designed to configure all settings of the solution, monitor
ongoing user activity, and oversee privilege rights of all registered users.

➔ Connect several MetaTrader 4 and 5
servers to a single solution.
➔ Create multiple system users to grant
limited access to the administrator panel.
➔ Add or remove provider and subscriber
profiles.
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➔ Sort through providers and subscribers by
ID number, name, or nickname.
➔ View and edit performance fees,
commissions, and other parameters for
each provider.
➔ Add or remove subscribers and alter
copying modes.

➔ Configure default price mode, fees,
commissions and other permission settings
for all registered users.
➔ Enable or disable default symbol and
volume filters, max deviation, reverse
copying, and more.
➔ Set up custom configurations for providers
and subscribers.
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Provider Portal
Experienced traders will be drawn to the solution’s immense configuration capabilities and flexible
performance fees. Provider permissions are set up in the administrator panel and reflected in the
integrable web registration form.
The Social Trading Solution allows traders to:
➔ Self-register as providers
➔ Set performance fees for subscribers
➔ Choose to list their profile publicly or privately
➔ Create multiple offers with special terms
➔ Generate direct registration links for offers
➔ Specify a minimum account balance for subscribing
➔ Monitor existing subscriptions
➔ View subscribers’ unique copying parameters
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Subscriber Portal
Subscriber Portal gives the opportunity for the traders to copy trades from other successful
providers who rank highly in the Ratings & Statistics module.

The Social Trading Solution allows traders to:
➔ Register multiple subscriptions to different
providers
➔ Specify copying parameters based on equity, free
margin, and volume
➔ Monitor copied positions and paid fees in the
web portal
➔ Ensure reduced risk through max loss, max profit
parameters
➔ Manage all provider subscriptions in one place
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Key Advantages
➔ Accelerate business growth by increasing brokerage trading volumes.
➔ Allow traders to register in separate web portals as providers, subscribers, or both.
➔ Give clients incentive to trade by offering a variety of copying modes.
➔ Improve transparency by displaying elaborate ratings and statistics on your website.
➔ Manage rewards for successful providers with flexible performance fees.
➔ Maximize brand awareness by incorporating custom design with the solution’s frontend components.
➔ Count on immediate service launch upon installation.
➔ Customize components to fit the unique needs of your business with API.
➔ Add provider and subscriber dashboards to your web page as widgets.
➔ Save on volume fees with a guaranteed fixed price.
➔ The solution can be installed as an MT4/MT5 plugin or manager application.

Request a free demo today.
Headquarters
Tornimae 5, Tallinn, Estonia

Website
brokeree.com

Email
sales@brokeree.com

Phone
+372 602 71 22
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